SUPPLIES

Winter Wonder by Katie Pertiet
Designer Cardstock, 2 sets
2” Border Strips
Pocket Border Strips
Journal Cards

Clean Slate Blue Journal Cards
Snow White Solid Core Cardstock
Border Maker System
Eyelet Lace Design Cartridge
Snowflake Paper Punch
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner
Navy Pen from Assorted Micron Pens
Photos:
three – 4 wide x 6 high
one – 4” wide by 3” high
one – 4” wide by 2 ¾” wide

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Select the Winter Wonder blue with white snowball Designer Cardstock. You will need two sets of Designer Cardstock for this 2-page layout.

2. Cut two 8 ¾” x 6 ½” pieces from Snow White Solid Core Cardstock. Adhere photos and round top outside corners as shown.

3. For the left border, choose a Winter Wonder 2” Border Strip and a dark blue 2” Border Strip. Cut the dark blue strip in half lengthwise and adhere the “Snow” border strip on top. Cut out words “Much” and “Fun” from Winter Wonder Pocket Strips and adhere to border strip. Punch two snowflakes with Snowflake Paper Punch from teal Winter Wonder Journal Card and Snow White Solid Core Cardstock. Layer and adhere the two snowflakes on top of each other, offsetting slightly. Adhere to Border.

4. Cut two 12” borders from Snow White Solid Core Cardstock using the Border Maker System and Eyelet Lace Design Cartridge.

5. Choose two purple, two dark blue with white snowflakes, and two geometric border strips from Winter Wonder Pocket Border Strips. Cut the purple border strips in half lengthwise. Layer and trim strips as shown (above and below photos). Adhere the dark blue border with Foam Mounting Squares. Add a 3” section of the teal polka dot Pocket Border Strip (v-cut one side), “Love the Snow” section from Winter Wonder 2” Border Strip and two snowflakes punched with Snowflake Paper Punch from Snow White Core Cardstock. Pop up “Love the Snow” with Foam Mounting Squares.


7. Decorate with additional snowflakes made from the Snowflake Paper Punch using Snow White Solid Core Cardstock and Winter Wonder Journal Cards. Layer two snowflakes together, adhere and offset slightly to add dimension.
Create the Look
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